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1 INTRODUCTION  AND  BACKGROUND 

1.1 Origin of this paper  

This paper relies on all the documents accumulated before and during the Work Package 1 of the 

ESSnet on Consistency.  

 

Special attention has been paid on the report “Identification and evaluation of business statistics 

regulation inconsistency” (Deliverable 3.1 of the ESSnet), and on the results of the enquiry sent to 
different services of the NSIs on their present practices (“Inquiry on the statistical Units”) included 

in the paper “Identification and evaluation of Member States inconsistencies” (Deliverable 3.2 of 

the ESSnet). The “Richter report” (its proper name being “External study on detail evaluation of 

the legal acts in the areas of statistics which were identified by Member States as areas of 
revision”) is, equally to the two preceding papers, at the origin of the proposals made here. 

It appears in the whole Work Package that the reasons for inconsistencies are multiple and that they 

come from the combination of regulatory deficiencies and of differences in the process used in the 

Member States. Thus the proposals have to try to improve these two domains.  
 

The following proposals have the objective to be used as inputs to the future FRIBS regulation. 

Their background includes the “FRIBS project progress report” as presented to the BSDG meeting 

on the 25-26/06/2012. In this context, very important seem to be the following sentences, extracted 

from the § 4.2 of Doc. BSDG June 2012_15:  
- “ further work is needed … to prepare a list of statistical units and their definition.”  

-  … “the enterprise should be the main statistical unit but other European and national 

statistical requirements may require defining other.” 

- “The on-going ESSnet projects should help to provide the necessary outcome to fill in 
the list of statistical units.”  

 

Taking all of this in consideration,  

- we have concentrated our proposals on the list of “statistical units” (in a rather large 
comprehension of statistical);  

- we have incorporated contributions by the ESSnet Profiling (to answer to the FRIBS 

orientation to use the outcome of all relevant ESSnets);  

- we have tried to conciliate the necessary improvements in standardisation alongside the 

predominance of “enterprise” with the “other statistical requirements that may require 
defining other” statistical units.  

 

Doing so leads immediately to the necessity of using the two complementary versions of the 

“enterprise” (the global and the truncated, as shown up in the Profiling studies) and more widely to 
say something about the conciliation of the European needs and the strictly national needs for 

collection of data used in business statistics.  

  

 

1.2 BR as foundation of consistent statistical data  

As stressed in all the previous documents, the Business Registers are one of the most important 
element of the foundation of the statistical data; their adequate structure and their operational 

process are prerequisites for achieving consistency in all the statistical data.  
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Thus it is not possible to assess the conceptual and operational capabilities of a Business Register 

without having explicitly defined the aims and objectives that are pursued through this BR.  

 

What is now on the agenda is to adapt the structure and the process of the network of national and 

European BRs to allow a triple type of consistency:  
- the national consistency between statistical domains is presently supposed to exist in 

each of the Member States; the following proposals take care of the necessity to keep it 

as well in the new system , with the aim not to downgrade the present state of the art of 

the national consistency;  
- time consistency, which implies that the proposals are sufficiently robust against 

changes in the globalisation and in the legal background; this characteristic being very 

difficult to assess, the proposals include a process to update the list of  statistical units; 

- international consistency at the level of the EU is considered as a strategic new need, as 
well: 

o for the largest multinational businesses which organisation care less and less 

about country boundaries1  

 => they need to be statistically described country by country in a way 
that allows to obtain quality EU aggregates  2;  

 => they also need to be statistically described in a way that allows to 

produce directly EU statistics, either by specific surveys or by using 

when (they will be) available administrative information3. 

It is vital that the 2 previous ways to obtain EU statistics are conceptually 
consistent, as the EU data will probably for a long time come from the 2 

origins.  

      Thus the “international” consistency is more (“plus”) than the others a conceptual issue. 

o for the purely domestic businesses, whose description must be consistent from 
one country to the other in order to allow comparisons. They includes national 

groups (the smallest often created for non economic reasons such as property or 

financial or fiscal reasons; the medium size mostly on the path to globalisation), 

independent legal units and  micro-producers of unincorporated types (which are 
also related to economic reasons and to legal backgrounds, but have a large 

impact on the structure of the production).  

 

The conciliation of the “triple-plus” consistency is of course neither obvious nor costless: 

- looked at from the observation of the structure, the very most numerous units are 
domestic and small-sized; thus from a productive perspective of  BR managers, they 

will generate the largest costs of maintenance and therefore could be paid the greatest 

interest;  

- on the contrary, looked at from the economic description, the units related to the largest 
enterprise groups are very few; but any error in their description might lead to large 

statistical uncertainties. 

The will to give a quality description of the whole productive structure gives no opportunity for a 

radical choice between them. There is for sure a need for improved consistency in the concepts; but 

                                                  
1
 Strictly speaking the globalisation works at world level; thus the European level is already a “truncated level” for the 

non-EU enterprise groups, but as most of the other non-EU profiling countries we concentrate on the EU and EU-

affiliated parts of these groups. 
2
 This has been looked for by the ESSnet Profiling; the ESSnet Profiling has also concluded that the methods it 

proposes can be used for pure national large and complex enterprise groups.  
3
 Presently, a few kind of administrative information could be gathered directly at EU level: “enterprise”-type through 

IFRS accounting publications and perhaps information on external trade with non-EU countries. 
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the international enquiry has shown that it was not sufficient and that an assessment of the way in 

which the concepts are used is also necessary4.  

 

The last  objective on consistency, the “international” one, has been intensively discussed in 

particular in the ESS working or steering groups of Eurostat; the improvement in the EU 
consistency is linked to the relations between enterprise groups and enterprises in the statistics; it 

leads to an important  change in the process (from a bottom up approach to a top down approach); 

when multinationals are concerned, the new process becomes a lot more cooperative between NSIs 

of different countries, the NSI corresponding to the country of the UCI of multinational enterprise 
group playing a prominent role as contact service to the multinational and as the leader of the 

profiling (the profile will result from a network consensus, each NSI playing alternatively the two 

roles depending on the localisation of the UCI, as a leader if it is the NSI of the UCI country and as 

a partner in the other cases).  
 

Succeeding in its achievement is a real challenge, because it needs to fit the very different types of 

economies that do exist in the 27 MSs of the EU plus 4 EFTA countries; this means that the 

standardisation of the definitions and processes have to be increased to come much nearer to an 
“integrated system” than it is the case in the present situation; and at the same time the standards 

have to make it possible to “describe” each of the national realities of the MSs.  

 

1.3 Present and foreseen uses of the BR:  

Main users have been cited: 

- survey business statisticians. For the future, SBS and FATS appear to be the backbone 

of many statistics tools (e.g SBS for STS, FATS as a first step for enterprise 

delineation); thus a priority for their adequate treatment has been suggested;  

- users of administrative data. It is here stressed that the “admin” are two-sided:  

o they largely ease the collection of data, avoiding specific surveys where 
administrative data are available with concepts and methods allowing them to be 

matched with purely statistical information;  

o at the same time they nearly never use the ideal concepts and classifications 

statisticians require and they might change without notice - which means that 

their permanent monitoring and supervision are necessary -.  

In consequence, it is necessary for the users to know, understand and register the 

reference units on which the administrative data are based. In many cases, the 
reference units are of the legal unit type, but this might not be the case (VAT codes 

are an example). 

- compilers of secondary and tertiary statistics, the most important of which are the 

National Accountants.  

In practice, as the different types of users might overlap, the uses of BR have to be specified 

somewhat independently from the users; they are of three types:   

- survey frames (listing exhaustively the statistical units or enabling the sampling 

procedures;  

                                                  
4
 The question of « thresholds » has sometimes been raised. To allow international comparability no threshold can be 

part of the methodology; but as for practical reasons the management of BRs often uses such thresholds, it must be 

treated in guidelines, for example to compare the grossing up methods. 
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- basis for matching procedures of data coming from different worlds (statistical, 

administrative, commercial etc) to produce new economic and statistical information;  

- basis for estimates (through grossing up, translating, etc). 

 

Outline of the following proposals try to make steps in the direction seen as necessary in the two 

previous §; at the same time they try to keep as much flexibility as possible, in order to allow 

durability to the regulations for which they are intended to be inputs. 
 

It would be possible to try and list a very large bunch of practical measures that would allow to 

improve the future consistency of European statistics. But the analytical way, very effective on a 

short term basis, has the major inconvenience to be always beaten by the practical problems that 
appear along the time. The battle between the effectiveness of detailed measures and the 

imagination of the unexpected evolutions is always won by imagination.  

Thus, it was thought more efficient to try and link the new definitions of the “statistical units” 

(Deliverable 5.3) to the Work Package  2 of this ESSnet by proposals on the process of their use, 

towards the “enforcement” of their use and/or explanations of the reasons why the actual 
definitions were not properly used.  

 

The proposals are based on two main ideas: 

- if the new definitions are to be practically used, this must be recorded: the regulatory 

and the practical inventories that were build in the Richter report and in the inquiries are 

proposed to become permanent, compulsory, according to a limited list of statistical 

units and the eventual differences to the list would be documented;  

- the way the recording is done should not create an extra bureaucratic task: all the 

recording should come through the “quality” reports of all European statistics, that need 

to be rebuilt with a lot more standardisation than now.  

A third element appears vital: the statistical units are economic persons (they are supposed to 

behave, to decide – and from the legal point of view - to  be responsible); this is not possible if they 
cannot be “named”. Therefore we also have introduced necessities for a clear identification as a 

vital characteristic of the SUs, even more in this international perspective in which “national units” 

could be “pure national” parts of international real enterprises: what could we do if the 

denomination of the international person were not sufficiently clear or identical for all concerned 

national BR people. 
  

2 INVENTORY PERMANENTLY  ALL UNITS IN ALL REGULATIONS   

2.1 Permanence of the inventory  

What is the real present situation ? Assess it suppose to have a complete knowledge at the 

regulatory and at the operational levels.  

 The studies that have been conducted either before this ESSnet (e.g the “Richter” study”) or as 

deliverables of this WP (e.g Deliverable 3.1) allow the legal knowledge; they enable to create a 

first version of the permanent inventory of all units used or cited in the EU statistical regulations 
and to add to it the completing (short ?) list of statistical units used without  reference to any  

regulation.  
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This list can be easily updated on the legal side at EU level. It is more difficult to update it to fit the 

national regulations changes and much more on the operational side for all concerned countries. 

That is why we suggest to organise an inventory on a permanent basis, regulary updated by 

standardised quality report (see 2.4 below). 

 

The first proposal  consists in making permanent the inventory of the units used, for all EU 

statistics and for all collection of data organised in the EU, as well at EU level as at National 

level. 

 

2.2 Restriction of the list of units to be used in the regulations: 

The length and complexity of the previously cited studies and the uncertain results of the inquiry 

show that a pure documentary permanent inventory of the statistical units is not sufficient. 

Priorities5 among the units have to be proposed with the request that, at the end, an agreement has 
to be reached on the suggested priorities. This would lead to the following proposal:  

 

The second proposal consists in limiting to the essential the list of statistical units to be used to 

support harmonised statistics in the EU; it is consistent with the line of the future FRIBS 

regulation, which will give the highest priority to “enterprise” as the main statistical unit. 

 
The cited list should be able to be used as well in the financial domains6 as in the non-financial, one 

of the objectives being to increase the consistency of data coming from the two origins. 

 

Presently, for example, Intrastat uses the “Company” unit which is not precisely defined : it can as 

well be a Legal unit as an Enterprise.   

 

 

2.3 Treatment of the exceptions 

Of course, the strict limitation of the list of the agreed statistical units raise problems to treat 

specific needs in domains that have not been studied before or in cases where changes occur in a 

domain, either on the process for collection of data or in the different contexts of this collection.  

When this situation occurs presently, the answers are practically given country by country, without 
reference to the previous units and/or to EU regulations; thus it is proposed for the future to treat 

the new wished unit as an exception, with the aim to test it and, as soon as possible, to decide 

whether or not including it in the list – with eventual suppression of other units.  

 

The third  proposal is to accept the test of new statistical units, only if their use is fully justified 

and documented, because of changes in the context or of new needs, new collection process etc: 

they are first treated as exceptions, formally included in a regulation, submitted in an accepted 

calendar to an assessment that concludes to include them  in the official list or not. 
 
   

                                                  
5
 The document 5.2 will give guidance towards these priorities. 

6
 With at least three meanings:  

-       statistics of the financial sector to be consistent with the non-financial sector (the same definition of 

enterprises allows to treat properly the non-financial parts of the financial Groups and the financial parts – banking or 

insurance affiliates of non-financial Groups etc);  

- data on financial assets and liabilities of the non-financial Groups; 

- statistics usually or often in charge of the central Banks: FDI, BoP, OFATS etc 
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An example comes from the observation of the distributive power of a retail brand: to measure it 

you probably have to include the data not only of the shops owned by the owner of the brand but 

also if relevant the data concerning the shops of the franchisees. In many countries you will have 

also to take into account the cooperative types of distribution (sometimes with the reversed pyramid 
system in which the local enterprises own the central services and the brand as members of the 

cooperative system). 

To do so, you will probably create a new statistical unit, the “commercial network” that will bring 

together all types of distribution working under the same brand.  
 

Experiments are on in some countries; to make it possible to compare the situation in different 

countries, it may be useful to define the “commercial network” as a statistical unit at EU level. This 

creation would be done according to the previous proposal. 

It would include the data looked for (number and size of shops, turnover etc) and would be assessed 
at a foreseen date.  

 

The inclusion of a new statistical unit comes with the assessment of the statistical units of the 

list, with the aim to keep this list as short as possible. 
 

 

2.4 Standardisation of the “quality report”: 

The inquiry made among the MSs gives the operational situation (on this topic see the deliverables 

3.2: identification and evaluation of Member States inconsistency, and 4.3: Report of Riga 

workshop Project on Statistical Units). Its results show that the practical situation is even more 
complex than its legal side: even expressed with the same wording, the practically met “statistical  

units” are different from one country to the other. Part of the differences are unavoidable, because 

related to the legal specificities (different legal status for businesses, different organisation of 

administrations and of administrative work (e.g taxes directly founded on legal units or using fiscal 
reporting bodies etc). But they nevertheless should be documented.  

Another part of the differences result from the excessive flexibility of the EU “standards” and from 
the lack of assessment… 

European regulations on Community statistics often requires a quality report with the statistical 
data. Each report is adapted to the domain7, and the description of the reports may be found in 

multiple manuals (Foreign Affiliates Statistics (FATS) recommendations Manual - annex V-, Oslo 

Manual for Innovation data, …). As far as statistical units are concerned, these reports could be 

more harmonised and the answers on the units and the methodology used released to the public. 
In particular, differences between unit concepts, or use of thresholds (not recommended) should be 

documented.  

All the more, the units are also described in :then NACE rev2 regulation8.  

One can find in Deliverable 3.1 of Essnet Consistency (Identification and evaluation of business 
statistics regulation inconsistency) a comprehensive list of references on European legislation. 

                                                  
7
 quality requirements regulations are here: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/quality/quality_reporting 

and, more precisely, the Inventory of regulations in the field of statistics containing provisions on quality and quality 

reporting (2010) , here: 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/quality/documents/Annex%201%20Legislation%20on%20QUALIT

Y%20REPORTING%20for%20website.pdf 

 
8
 COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 973/2007 of 20 August 2007 amending certain EC Regulations on specific 

statistical domains implementing the statistical classification of economic activities NACE Revision 2 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/quality/documents/Annex%201%20Legislation%20on%20QUALITY%20REPORTING%20for%20website.pdf
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/quality/documents/Annex%201%20Legislation%20on%20QUALITY%20REPORTING%20for%20website.pdf
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Two examples of possible confusion on statistical units concepts : 

1) in Oslo Manual : 

§233 “the enterprise unit is the appropriate primary statistical unit in innovation surveys in most 

cases. The enterprise unit should, however, not be confused with the entity “legal unit”. While 
legal units are independent in a legal sense, they may not necessarily constitute independent 

economic entities with decision-making autonomy for their productive activities”. 

Nevertheless, most countries do not apply the enterprise definition (or not yet), and the use of legal 

units instead of enterprises should be documented. 
 

2) in FATS regulation, the ‘foreign affiliate’ is defined as 9 

“‘Foreign affiliate’ shall mean an enterprise resident in the compiling country over which an 

institutional unit not resident in the compiling country has control, or an enterprise not resident in 

the compiling country over which an institutional unit resident in the compiling country has 
control.” 

But this concept is not operational in Outward FATS, when the number of foreign affiliates comes 

from surveyed resident units (UCIs) : in practice, we collect - most of the time-  a number of 

controlled companies, in the legal concept, instead of a number of enterprises (in the statistic 
regulation concept). All the more, some extra units are surveyed in FATS regulation, as ‘branches’: 

“‘Branches’ means local units not constituting separate legal entities, which are dependent on 

foreign-controlled enterprises. They are treated as quasi-corporate enterprises within the meaning 

of point 3(f) of the Explanatory notes to Section III (B) of the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 
696/93.” 

In business registers, these units, whenever exist, as to be flagged as such. 

The fourth proposal is to structure the inventory in such a way that it becomes compulsory for 

the NSIs and to Eurostat to complete it for all the statistics
10

 they produce  and to organise its 

updating in an efficient way. 

The fifth proposal is to make it part of the newly standardised “quality report” of each European 

statistics or of each national statistics used for building European aggregates.   

The structure should operate through the metadata, be part of the quality report of each statistics 

and include the type of units used, their proper definition and the eventual differences with the 

units listed in the EU regulations.  
The management scheme should specify who, in Eurostat, is in charge of the maintenance of the 

inventory, who will declare (all the national statistical authorities ?), who will assess the new 

declarations (Eurostat, peers ??).  

 

3 CREATE OR USE UNIQUE IDS  

The following proposals are guided by the fact that there is no real person without a name: each 

person (natural or legal) must have its name known with complete certainty.  

Our aim being not only to cite the “units” we are using by type, but to be ready to list the existing 

“members” of the population of each type of unit, we find it very important to elaborate the 

conditions of this task.  

                                                  
9
 in Recommendations Manual p 13 : I.1.1.1 Foreign Affiliates and Foreign Affiliates Statistics 

10
 Be they produced through surveys administrative data or coming from private providers. 
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If the following proposals are to be treated elsewhere in the ESSnet, we think it essential to produce 

inputs for other chapters. 

3.1 Legal, administrative and statistical domains  

The question of the proper identification of all types of units is increasing very intensively in the 

present times; most of the new interest on this question is related to the possibility to exchange data 
and to share the identifier without any risk of error. The idea is to be able to do it at any type of 

level: national, international and at world level.  

 

The interest is as well for administrative use as for economic insights. But, NSIs are very specific 
points of observations, because they cover all types of economic information, without any 

limitation related to their missions, when on the contrary most of administrative or commercial 

users, because of their legal or commercial objectives, pay interest only on parts of the universe.  

 
That does not mean that the statisticians had a comprehensive view, because they were until 

recently mainly bounded to their own country border. Their common interest has now remained the 

same in terms of domains, but according to the globalisation of the economies they now review at 

least large economic unions, at best the whole world. This leads to the following proposal: 
 

The sixth proposal is to be ready to be part of the creation of “unique” IDs, as leaders when 

statistical units are concerned, and at least as participants when administrative and/or publicly 

displayed  unique IDs are concerned. 

The statistical offices should consider as a normal part of their activity, even if not “statistical”, 

to be involved in all or part of the administrative and /or public business registers.
11

 

 

The way this might be done is diverse and ought to be documented; here are cited three examples 
(with information not yet fully checked): 

- - in Canada, all new “businesses” have to register according to rules related to the nature of their 

production; all newly created or modified units are given a unique ID with a list of requested 

characteristics by the Tax Office Administration, StatCan giving the main activity code; the 

unique ID is compulsory for the relations between the “business” and all Canadian governmental 
services. Of course, the Guidelines for this ID process is discussed between StatCan and the other 

concened governmental services.  

- In China, the process is nearly the same as in Canada, except that the governmental agency 

registering the new “businesses” is a specialized one and except that in a lot of activities, the 
registration follows an authorization for the enterprise to begin its activities, specifically for each 

“sector”. 

- in France, the registering administration is Insee for which this activity is administrative and 

covered by the ordinary governmental laws and not by the statistical specific regulations. This 
fully public ID number is compulsory not only with government services, but is also part of the 

legal  “commercial papers” use to sign contracts: it is the universal legal way to identify your 

counterpart; it work for all types of legal units, maket or non, for profit or not etc …   

                                                  
11

 For example, are cited here extracts from the last decision (18-09-2012)of the Commission concerning Eurostat that 

seem to apply to this proposal :  

Art 9.2:Eurostat shall be consulted on and may be involved in the initial design, subsequent development and 

discontinuation of administrative registers and databases built up and maintained by other Commission services, in 

order to facilitate further use of the data contained in these registers and databases for the purposes of European 

statistics. To that end, Eurostat shall have the right to propose standardisation activities concerning administrative 

records that are relevant for the production of European statistics. 

(link: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:251:0049:0052:EN:PDF) 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:251:0049:0052:EN:PDF
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3.2 Links between units:  

As they use data coming from all kind of origins – statistical surveys, admin, private quantitative or 

documentary data - , the specificity of statisticians is to merge and match any kind of data sources 

to any other kind. To make it possible, the statisticians have to monitor on a very extensive scale 

the links between the different kinds of units.  

The seventh proposal is to include in the statistical missions the monitoring of the links between 

the different kinds of units used for collecting data on businesses for economic purposes. 

This proposal is linked to the EGR checks similar to what all countries maintaining enterprise 

groups registers have to do. 

 

4 APPLY OPERATIONALLY:  

4.1 Complements on concepts:  

The operational application of the previous paragraphs needs a little more complexity in the 

analysis : in the real world, it is not always evident to gather directly the required information 

through the statistical units.  
At least three kinds of  units are to be conceptually distinguished, even if in practice they are often 

the same:  

- the statistical units are basically the units used for analysis, i.e the economically 

significant units for which the harmonised statistical data are looked for and used in 

disseminated statistical tables (they may not exist as direct reporting units);  
- the observation(al) units are the basic (administrative or legal) units or building blocks 

for which the initial data are collected,  

the reporting units are the administrative or legal units and or the contractors (e.g accounting 

services) from which the data are collected in practice. 
Observation units, reporting units and statistical units may be the same unit, but this is not  always 

possible; if the observation units and the statistical units are different, then the statistical office has 

to transform the raw data observed to the statistically harmonised required values.  

This transformation requires not only calculations, but often changes in concepts definitions and 
eventually classifications; it may be a complex task.  

 

Examples might ease the understanding of the previous list :  

- the “global enterprise” is a statistical unit; its reporting unit is often the global enterprise 
group itself, mostly through the UCI unit12;  

- if a legal unit is an enterprise on its own, we should make a conceptual distinction 

between its administrative role as an observation unit (the legal unit) and its statistical 

appearance as a statistical unit, the “enterprise”. Most of the time, there will be no 

difference between the 2 roles, but if data have been transformed, the basic raw data are 
those of the observation unit when the statistical data are those of the statistical unit;   

- it might happen that a reporting unit (e.g. the UCI) gives basic information plus tables 

on intra-group flows about a set of observation units (the legal units controlled by the 

same enterprise group) which enables the statistical office to prepare the economic data 
on the statistical units (the enterprises of the GEG).  
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4.2 Units in practice:  

The following table gives a first insight of what could be the list of units cross-classified in the 
three types of units: 

- statistical; 
- observation; 

- reporting.  

 

They are voluntarily limited to the units that could be included in FRIBS for use in the business 
statistics; they do not include specific units that could be designed only for the purpose of “tertiary 

statistics” such has the national Accounts. That is why for example we do not treat the (local) units 

of homogeneous production nor the “institutional units”13. 

 

Names of units Statistical units Observation units Reporting units 

Global 

Enterprise 

Groups  

(GEGs) 

They are statistical units, 

observed at world level,  

- to be used intensively in the 

financial statistics (BoP, 

FDI etc);  

- less employed in the strictly 

non-financial business 

statistics, where the 

production of goods and 

services is the main 

characteristic.  

Not relevant at all:  

- if they are defined and observed 

as the cluster of control of the 

highest level of ownership not 

itself controlled by another unit, 

they are the highest level of 

observation possible; thus cannot 

be building blocks for the 

construction of other statistical 

units.  

- often, and when they differ, the 

only available cluster of control 

is this of the UCI  (an 

“observation unit”); it is directly 

used as the GEG, because in 

these cases, the proper GEG does 

not report to any one. 

The GEGs (through the 

legal units of their HQs 

and/or through the highest 

legal unit of consolidation) 

are often the place where a 

lot of information on the 

Legal Units and/or on the 

“enterprises”, first the 

GENs sometimes the 

TENs are available.  

=> GEGs are often 

reporting units, even for 

national statistics of other 

countries  than the country 

of the UCI. 

Enterprises They are the main statistical 

units of the productive analysis 

(SBS, STS, FATS etc), with 

two versions: 

- Global Enterprises are 

the “true enterprises” with 

the required characteristics 

of autonomy; but they are 

difficult to use for national 

statisticians as they are 

often multinational when 

they are large;  

- “truncated (national) 

enterprises” are pure 

national parts of the GENs, 

often without autonomy.  

When legal units are 

“independent” they are 

considered “enterprises”.   

 

 

Not relevant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concepts are not identical (with 

GEGs, and LeUs):  

- the “enterprise” concept is 

statistical and includes, according 

to the different cases, as well 

GEGs, autonomous parts of 

GEGs as independent LeUs.  

 

- LeUs may be observation units 

of “enterprises”. 

As the starting point of the 

“enterprise” is the 

operating segment of  

businesses, the operating 

segment is often also the 

practical reporting unit; 

the legal unit in charge has 

to be found.  

But in a lot of cases, their 

reporting unit are the 

GEGs (see above). 

                                                  
13

 The UCI has to be flagged in the register, as a characteristic. The fact that a legal unit is a UCI is a characteristic not 

a type of unit, because the same legal unit can be at times a UCI and at other times only a HQ service manager. Of 

course they can be both. 
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Names of units Statistical units Observation units Reporting units 

Legal units  

(LeUs) 

They should not be considered 

as such as statistical units; they 

are to be either considered as :  

- “enterprises”, 

- relevant administrative units, 

- “observation units”. 

They are to be either considered as 

“enterprises” or as the prominent 

administrative units for “admin-

data” or as “observation units” used 

mainly to build “enterprises” or 

GEGs.  

A common, permanent and 

permanently updated,  assessed 

structured list of Legal Units (for all 

EU countries according to their own 

laws) is needed. 

Very often reporting units 

or basis of admin-data.  

 

We have to decide how to 

treat other types of  admin 

“reporting units” such as 

VAT or Social security 

codes. 

Kind of activity 

units (KAUs) 

To come   

Local units of  

enterprises
14

 

The statistical local unit is the 

local part of the enterprise (as a 

local unit is defined through 

crossing enterprises with 

precise location, the local unit 

of a GEN and of the 

corresponding TEN is the 

same). 

  

Local units of 

legal units 

 Observation units  and reporting 

units for local units; result from 

crossing legal units with locations. 

Idem comment on the left 

Local KAUs, 

Establishments
15

 

Useful to compare with UNSO 

and North American units? 
  

Units of 

homogeneous 

production 

We propose not to consider 

them as statistical  units for 

Business Statistics even if their 

interest for National Accounts 

seems indisputable 

  

 

5 THE TREATMENT OF CONTINUITY.  

All the previous developments have been devoted to instant situations; in the statistical practice, the 

changes in statistical units in time are extremely important  (the  questions of comparability in time 

are particularly critical to calculate indexes).  

 

For structural statistics, the analysis of continuity (or not) in the delineation of statistical units and 
the business procedures give the basis for estimating continuous indicators or for connecting 

sufficiently close clusters of units in two successive periods (leading to “pro forma” estimates for 

the previous year).  

 

                                                  
14

 Often in complex groups several legal units depending of the same « enterprise » are located at the same address, 

then a local unit of enterprise is “larger” than the relevant local units of legal units. In some cases when legal units are 

split in different enterprises, the local unit of the legal unit is consequently split in different local units of the relevant 

enterprises. 
15

 Do we need the « establishment » unit in the EU : the question will be explored in the joint task force 

UNECE/OECD/Eurostat on Guidelines that is scheduled to be drafted in the middle of 2013. 
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This type of questions have not been yet studied for short term analysis, where for example 

monthly or quarterly time series are concerned; they have to include inputs on the adequacy of  

such or such statistical unit and on the way for statisticians to come from early and rough estimates 

to final publication as consistent as possible with structural analysis.   

 
We have supposed that these questions will be part of WP 2 of the ESSnet on Consistency. 

 

 

 
  


